February 27th, 1907.

My dear Mr. Small:

Your recommendation with regard to the communication from Mr. Prescott relating to a scholarship at Harvard is received and a letter has been sent to him in substantially the line indicated. You are quite right in the matter.

Very truly yours,

N. P. Judson

[Signature]
Mr. George Small

Your recommendation with

regard to the communication from Mr. Pearson relative
to a scholarship of Harvard is received and a letter
has been sent to him in accordance with the same instruction.

You are doing right in the matter.

Very truly yours,

H. J. Johnson

M. H. Morley
My dear Mr. Judson:

If the letter of Mr. Henry L. Prescott of the Harvard Club of Chicago had been addressed to me I should have answered as follows:

My dear Sir:

About a year ago at the request of the President of the University of Chicago I sent a letter to the Presidents of the leading Universities of the country asking whether it would be agreeable to them if we sent notices to the members of the senior classes, stating the facts about our Graduate Fellowships. Among the replies that we received was one from President Eliot to the effect that we were at liberty to do what we pleased in the matter, but intimating very unmistakably his opinion that it was indelicate for us to obtrude such information. It seems to me that it is a poor rule that does not work both ways. I am quite sure the University of Chicago would be glad to join with the other Universities in giving publicity to all the facts about Fellowships offered in each and all. Inasmuch as there was quite pronounced opposition to publicity of our own offers of fellowships, it is hardly to be expected that we should offer a courtesy to other institutions which they had intimated their unwillingness to reciprocate.

Sincerely,

Small.
In the letter of Mr. Shady, President of the

Iowa State of Cooper, I have the pleasure to say I am pleased to

summarize an offer:

Mr. Shady, this

April 1st, I am on the calendar of the Board of

At the University of Iowa, I am a letter to the President

of the Teakwood University of the same evening matter of

money for expenses to Iowa, I was fortunate to let the members of

the teakwood University, including the letter for the Treasurer

- and the question that we needed, we looked further

- into the reorganization plan, as it is trying to get and, we please

- into the matter, our interest will manifestly be due

- in the interest, for me to offer, much information. I assume

it was important to me to offer, much information. I was

in the interest, for me to offer, much information. I assume

the offer to reorganization plan must be taken to the place after

- the offer to reorganization plan must be taken to all the place of

- Indianapolis to offer any solicitation. I can make an offer to reorganize

- to reorganize with, and pay interest, their main branch.

- to reorganize.